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Abstract: The problem of sustainable development of 

economy, nature and society has been in the center of attention  
of the governments of developed and developing countries since the 
early 1970s of the last century. Its solution depends on the results of 
the work of scientists specializing in a variety of fields of 
knowledge. There is a need to combine the accumulated knowledge 
on the co-evolution of nature and society as a whole – a 
methodology for sustainable development. In this article, we discuss 
the structure of the main information blocks of the methodology as 
an algorithm for solving various practical tasks. 

 
 
 
In the last decades, the global scientific community has been developing 

the theory of sustainable development which fundamental provision will help 
find the answer to the question about the possibility of improving the welfare of 
people at the existing growth rates of the population in conditions of limited 
capacity of the environment and reduction of non-renewable stocks of natural 
resources. The humanity has no sufficient experience of the solution of so 
complex and versatile problem and therefore it is necessary to conduct its 
complex research for scientific justification of an optimum trajectory of growth 
of economic systems. 

Definitions of sustainable development are well known. Table 1 indicates 
some alternative interpretations of the problem of sustainable development by 
different scientific schools. 
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Table 1 
Academic schools on sustainable development 

 

Theory Description of sustainable development 

Equilibrium-
Neoclassical 

Welfare non-decreasing (anthropocentric); sustainable growth based 
on technology and substitution; optimizing environmental externalities; 
maintaining the aggregate stock of natural and economic capital; 
individual objectives prevail over social goals; policy needed when 
individual objectives conflict; long-run policy based on market solution 

Neoaustrian-
Temporal 

Teleological sequence of conscious and goal-oriented adaption; 
preventing irreversible patterns; maintaining organization level 
(negentropy) in economic system; optimizing dynamic process of 
extraction, production, consumption, recycling and waste treatment 

Ecological-
Evolutionary 

Maintaining resilience of natural systems, allowing for fluctuation 
and cycles (regular destruction); learning from uncertainty in natural 
processes; no domination of foodchains by humans; fostering 
genetic/biotic/ecosystem diversity; balanced nutrient flows in 
ecosystems

Evolutionary-
Technological 

Maintaining co-evolutionary adaptable capacity in terms of 
knowledge and technology to react to uncertainties; fostering  economic 
diversity of actors, sectors and technologies

Physical-
Economic 

Restrictions on materials and energy flows in/out the economy; 
industrial metabolism based on materials – product chain policy: 
integrated waste treatment, abatement, recycling, and product 
development

Biophysical-
Energy 

A steady state with minimum materials and energy throughput; 
maintaining physical and biological stocks, and biodiversity; transition 
to energy systems with minimum pollutive effects

Systems-
Environmental

Controlling direct and indirect human effects on ecosystems; balance 
between material inputs and outputs to human systems; minimum stress 
factors on ecosystems, both local and global 

Environmental
Engineering 

Integration of human benefits and environmental quality and 
functions by manipulation of ecosystems; design and improvement of 
engineering solutions on the boundary of economics, technology and 
ecosystems; utilizing resilience, self-organisation, self-regulation and 
functions of natural systems for human purposes

Human 
Environemntal

Remain within the carrying capacity (logistic growth); limited scale 
of economy and population; consumption oriented toward basic needs; 
occupy a modest place in the ecosystem foodweb and the biosphere; 
always consider multiple effects of human actions, in space and time 

Socio-
Biological 

Maintain cultural and social system of interactions with ecosystems; 
respect for nature integrated in culture; survival of group important 

Historical-
Institutional 

Equal attention interests of nature, sectors and future generations; 
integrating institutional arrangements for economic and environmental 
policy; creating institutional long-run support for nature’s interests; 
holistic instead of partial solutions, based on a hierarchy of values 

Ethical-
Utopian 

New individual value systems (respect for nature and future 
generations, basic needs fulfillment) and new social objectives (steady 
state); balance attention for efficiency, distribution and scale; strive for 
small-scale activities and control of “side-effects” (“small is beautiful”); 
long-run policy based on changing values and encouraging citizen 
(altruistic) as opposed to individual(egoistic) behavior
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Differences in scientific approaches to the analysis of the problem of 
sustainable development naturally give rise to certain contradictions in the 
assessment of ways to solve it, and on the other hand, create new opportunities 
for discussion and pluralism of opinions in the environmental economy [1]. 

Declaration “plea for pluralism” is justified for a number of reasons [2]: 
• it is too early to limit the methodologies now; 
• there is no best methodology in dealing with complex issues; 
• multiple insights carry over a need for careful decision making on  

a policy level since it expresses that there is no single right solution; 
• pluralism may help foster biological and cultural diversity; 
• it may promote participation and decentralization. 
The scientists should try to take a broad view encapsulating economic, 

social, ethical, historical, institutional, biological and physical elements [2]. 
In a consequence of multiplicity of the results received by different 

academic schools in the problem concerning sustainable development ripened 
need for the system organization of knowledge in the form of methodology – 
doctrine about the principles, methods, forms and instruments of knowledge of 
regularities of process of a co-evolution of socio-economic and ecological 
systems. Existence of methodology significantly simplifies carrying out applied 
researches. 

The methodology presented in work was formed at the same time both as 
“guide” and as “designer” for the solution of problems of modeling and 
management of processes of sustainable development and therefore is a part of 
more general system approach to a research of other global biosphere problems. 
Its features are connected with uniform approach to the analysis of processes of 
“industrial” and “natural” technology with the long-range planning in 20 and 
more years, a research of nature-industrial systems of various level of 
complexity and search “trade-off” options of their sustainable development. 

The maintenance of methodology is organized in the form of a pyramidal 
algorithm from 8 information blocks:  1 – fundamental bases of a problem of 
sustainable development; 2 – system principles; 3 – characteristics of objects of 
a research from a position of their management; 4 – formalizations of problems 
of sustainable development; 5 – modeling of objects of a research; 6 –
simulation modeling of objects; 7 – diagnostics of stability of decisions; 8 – 
practical recommendations of a case-study. Existence of feedback in blocks  
2 – 7 allows correcting the decisions made in the previous blocks. 

Block 1 contains fundamental statements of Ch. Darwin’s theory of 
“natural selection” and conclusions of the academician V. I. Vernadsky about 
evolution of the biosphere in a noosphere and resolutions of the international 
forums on sustainable development. V. I. Vernadsky's doctrine is a forerunner 
of the theory of sustainable development. In his works the deep interdependence 
of the geochemical and geophysical processes and processes generated by live 
matter is shown. Key provisions of the theory of evolution of the biosphere are 
formulated by the scientist in the form of the biogeochemical principles, the 
most important of which sounds as follows: “biogenous migration of atoms of 
chemical elements in the biosphere always tends to the maximum 
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manifestation”. In other words, live substance, having purposeful behavior, is 
always focused on the maximum consumption of material and energy resources 
that results in their deficiency, the competition of species, growth of waste and 
change of quality of the habitat. These circumstances become research objects 
in the theory of sustainable development. In the light of V. I. Vernadsky’s 
doctrine of sustainable development, noospheric evolutionary process is 
represented as the basis for biogeochemical functions of live substance, 
dialectic laws of the nature and society and effective, stability of the process, 
the administrative decisions made in conditions of uncertainty voer the long 
period of time [3]. 

Block 2 contains the basic points, defining features of scientific approaches 
to the solution of sustainable development in the form of a number of the 
principles, for example, such as: “a complex research of a problem on expanded 
space states of system: economy – ecology – society” or “cyclic reproducibility 
of ecosystems conditions in space-time boarder”. In Block 3 the concept Nature – 
Industrial System as the uniform scientific platform for the solution of specific 
objectives of sustainable development is introduced and formalized. By the 
Nature-Industrial System (NIS) the set of objects of branches of the industrial 
(agrarian) sector and the objects of the environment forming united  technical, 
economic and ecological structure of the considered region ordered interacting 
with each other in processes of exchange of information, consumption of 
material – energy resources and processing’s of waste is called. The NIS 
represents a special class of open macro-bio-technological systems with 
hierarchical structure of the organization of elements, deterministic- stochastic 
nature of separate processes, nonlinear character of behavior and with delays in 
information and measuring channels [4]. 

Formalization of problems of sustainable development with a vector  
criterion are given in Block 4. These tasks designated as A,B,C, …, H also 
possess various degree of complexity, being static or dynamic, deterministic or 
stochastic. The optimal solution is made on a condition of performance of 
“critical” stability of the NIS. In Block 5 the problem of definition of the 
automated modeling of the NIS on the basis of the concept of the “ecological” 
reactor which base are achievements of the theory of the chemical reactor is 
formalized. The ecological reactor represents an open, self-regulating system 
formed of a biotope, biocenoses and natural power sources, intended  
for synthesis of species in the quantities and ratios determined by the conditions  
of her functioning which have developed on the long period of time.  
The eco-reactor is characterized by concrete existential borders, final number of 
contacts with the external environment, the known mechanisms of interaction of 
live organisms and chemicals and the known hydrodynamic structure of the 
material and power streams existing between required points of the entrances 
and exits. The concept of the ecological reactor is useful when modeling 
ecological subsystems [5]. Actions in Block 6 allow estimating the effectiveness 
of a control system of the NIS using the Monte Carlo method, or analytical 
methods, in case of use enough simple models (for example, the solution in 
mean square for the probabilistic differential equations). 
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In Block 7, the methodology verification of solutions of the closed control 
system on the NIS stability is carried out. Depending on features of tasks of 
management various criteria of estimation and approaches known in the 
classical theory of stability for the deterministic and stochastic systems which 
are based on “internal” and “external” descriptions can be used here. In one of 
the examples, the criterion of “absolute” stability is used. In that case when the 
NIS stability is determined by the behavior of the indexes and indicators 
developed by various international organizations it is possible to use the 
concepts of convergence known in the theory of stochastic processes, such as 
convergence “in mean square”, “in probability” and others [6]. Based on the 
results of assessment of stability of decisions practical recommendations (Block 
8) are developed. 

The methodology described in this study was applied to the solution of a 
problem of energy saving on wastewater treatment plant, to the development of 
technology of utilization of molasses bards (wastes from alcoholic production) 
at the biochemical plant, the organization of systems of monitoring in 
Severodonetsk (Ukraine) and Tambov (Russia) [7]. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The methodology presented in the study is one of the attempts of the 

system organization of knowledge of the nature and the society aimed at finding 
solutions, contributing to the sustainable economic development. One of such 
decisions is related to the transformation of the “linear” economy to the 
“circular” one. In the long term, the solution of the problem of sustainable 
development has to be based on the principles of natural self-organization of 
socio-economic and ecological processes. 
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Аннотация: Проблема устойчивого развития экономики, приро-

ды и общества находится в центре внимания правительств развитых  
и развивающихся стран с начала 1970-х гг. Ее решение зависит от ре-
зультатов работы ученых, специализирующихся в различных областях 
знаний. Необходимо объединить накопленные знания о коэволюции 
природы и общества в единое целое – методологию устойчивого 
развития. Рассмотрена структура основных информационных блоков 
методологии как алгоритма решения различных практических задач. 
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